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HBR: CUSTOMERS ENGAGE WITH PHYSICAL RETAIL
  For all the talk of digital transformation in recent years, prior 
to the pandemic, many retailers continued to rely heavily on 
physical stores. In 2019, less than a third of U.S. retailers 
had implemented a digital transformation strategy, and just 
4% of the 500 largest retailers offered online ordering with 
curbside pickup, Harvard Business Review reports.
  When the pandemic hit, major brands dove headfirst into a 
variety of omnichannel experiments, including services like 
curbside pickup; same-day home delivery; and buy online, 
pick up in-store (BOPIS).
  By the end of last summer, the share of retailers offering 
curbside pickup jumped to 44%. Brands that had long 
avoided prioritizing e-commerce, such as Costco and TJ 
Maxx, scrambled to set up online stores. Walmart launched 
two-hour home delivery in April of 2020, and Walgreens 
pharmacies implemented a BOPIS option in May.
  Now, as lockdowns come to an end and the economy thaws 
out, what can retailers do to meet their 
customers’ rising expectations for flexible, 
digital shopping experiences?
  BOPIS in particular can help retailers 
boost in-store sales while still providing the 
experience that today’s (and tomorrow’s) 
customers want. That is because unlike 
other digital channels, BOPIS both offers 
the advantages of digital shopping and 
encourages customers to engage with 
brick-and-mortar stores.
  To better understand the impact of a BOPIS omnichannel 
strategy, HBR analyzed 49 million online and in-store 
transactions from a national retail chain before and after a 
competitor launched a BOPIS service (this research was 
all conducted prior to the pandemic). HBR found that the 
company’s sales dropped by 4.7% online and 1.8% in-store, 
and the decline in in-store sales was greater the closer a 
store was to one of the competitor’s BOPIS locations. This 
suggests that by launching BOPIS, the competitor was not 
only stealing the company’s online sales, but also their in-
store traffic.
  In addition, HBR also found that in-store sales of more 
profitable, higher-priced items experienced a greater drop 
than sales of lower-priced products, suggesting that the 
competitor’s BOPIS program was particularly effective in 
attracting the high-quality foot traffic of customers purchasing 
more expensive items.
  One of the main advantages of BOPIS is that it enables 
customers to research products online and then buy them 
in-store at their convenience, without delivery fees or 
inflexible pickup times — in fact, a 2019 survey found that 
48% of people who used BOPIS did so because of the lack 
of shipping costs. BOPIS also gives customers visibility into 
which stores have a given product in stock, helping them

(Continued on Page 3)

HERE’S HOW ‘BOPIS’ GIVES RETAILERS AN ADVANTAGE
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Bolstered by government stimulus programs and the 
strong housing environment, Best Buy yesterday reported 
a 32% jump in same-store domestic entertainment revenue 
for Q1, up from a 9.5% increase in the previous-year period. 
The entertainment segment, which includes products such 
as DVD/Blu-ray Disc movies, video game hardware and 
software, books, music CDs and computer software, saw 
same-store sales increase $152.6 million to $650.4 million 
compared with a $48 million increase to $554 million during 
the previous-year period. Online sales grew 7.6% ($254.2 
million) to $3.6 billion... KFC has been in growth mode glob-
ally while shrinking in the U.S. in recent years, but the chain 
expects to turn that around this year with plans to build 
new drive-thru and take-out formats to feed demand for 
off-premises dining, KFC U.S. President Kevin Hochman 
said. Internationally, the company has opened 700 units in 
the past two quarters and plans to grow its global presence 

from 25,292 to 75,000 restaurants… Fol-
lowing up a consumables expansion last 
month, CVS Pharmacy plans to roll out 
more than 150 new store-brand prod-
ucts in grocery, health and wellness, and 
beauty care. CVS said that the launches 
include new offerings in its Gold Em-
blem and Gold Emblem Abound food 
brands, an extension of the Live Better 
by CVS Health brand and the debut of 
Goodline Grooming Co., a men’s skin 

and grooming care brand exclusive to CVS... Abercrombie 
& Fitch saw a bigger-than-expected 61% jump in Q1 sales, 
as the apparel retailer benefited from shoppers returning 
to stores and its beefed-up online business. Online sales 
accounted for about half of overall Q1 revenue as the com-
pany’s investments to offer services such as curbside pick-
up during the health crisis paid off. Sales at Abercrombie’s 
brand Hollister, which accounted for 57% of total, jumped 
62%... The Vitamin Shoppe is pursuing a new growth 
strategy to expand its store fleet. The specialty vitamin and 
nutritional products retailer announced that, for the first time 
in its 44-year history, it will partner with business owners 
to operate franchise stores across the U.S. The first fran-
chised Vitamin Shoppe stores are expected to open later 
this year... Sheetz will soon become the first convenience 
store retailer to accept payments via bitcoin. The mid-Atlan-
tic convenience chain will begin allowing customers to pay 
for items inside the store or at the gas pump using digital 
currencies like bitcoin, ether, litecoin, dogecoin later in sum-
mer 2021… Dollar General reported better-than-expected 
Q1 earnings and sales as stimulus checks gave a boost to 
revenue. The discounter executed more than 800 real es-
tate projects (including 260 new stores) during the quarter, 
including store openings in its new PopShelf and larger-
footprint Dollar General formats. The retailer said it remains 
on track to open 1,050 new stores in 2021.
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STUDY: CTV GAINING TRACTION, BUT SLOWLY
  Innovid, an independent advertising and analytics platform 
built for TV in partnership with Digiday, yesterday announced 
the findings of its State of CTV Advertising report, which 
surveyed more than 100 brand marketers and agency 
executives to spotlight where the industry stands regarding 
connected TV advertising.
  The ongoing streaming boom has prompted brand 
marketers to spend more ad dollars on CTV and revamp 
their TV advertising through a digital lens. In fact, eMarketer 
forecasts CTV advertising spend will reach $11.31 billion in 

2021 and increase to $18.29 million in 
2024.
  The report finds marketers understand 
the power of CTV, but it’s still gaining 
traction. While 41% began shifting 
investments to CTV 1-3 years ago, 
nearly half began less than a year ago or 
haven’t started (24%).
  Another finding is that CTV powers 
strong awareness and engagement 
and ROI is key to unlocking investment. 
Respondents said investing in the 

channel has significantly increased brand awareness (59%) 
and brand engagement (50%). However, only 26% can 
attribute CTV to higher conversion rates.
  CTV has become an important part of brands’ omni-channel 
strategies. Eighty-three percent run CTV ads alongside social 
media, followed by display advertising (79%), mobile video 
(77%), desktop video (67%) and linear (54%). In addition, 
64% of respondents said they view CTV as a strategy for 
building a stronger connection between digital and TV 
advertising.

JOBLESS CLAIMS MOVING CLOSER TO NORMAL
  The U.S. jobs market edged closer to its pre-pandemic self 
last week as initial jobless claims totaled just 406,000 for 
the week ended May 22, the Labor Department reported 
yesterday.
  That’s above the pre-COVID norm, but it’s the closest to 
the previous trend since the crisis began in March 2020 and 
a decline from the previous week’s 444,000, CNBC reports.
  Economists had been looking for 425,000 initial jobless 
claims at the second GDP reading to show 6.6% growth.
  For the week ended March 7, 2020, just before the pandemic 
became a factor, claims totaled 212,000. As of May 23, 2020, 
claims totaled nearly 1.9 million.

NPD: APRIL VIDEO GAME REVENUE DIPS VS. 2020
  Video game sales in April fell 2% to $4.64 billion from $4.73 
billion in the previous-year period, according to new data 
from The NPD Group. The tally marked the first decline in 
14 months, reflecting the year-over-year surge in household 
gaming at the start of the pandemic. The April 2020 total was 
up 73% from $2.73 billion in 2019.
  For the first time since the launch of next-generation consoles 
from Sony PlayStation and Microsoft Xbox, hardware 
sales dropped 30% to $296 million from $371.4 million last 
year. Through four months of 2021, hardware sales are up 
42% from the same period in 2020. Accessory sales fell 23% 
to $168 million from $218.1 million. Software sales spiked up 
2% to $4.18 billion from $4.26 billion.

NETWORK NEWS
  The long-delayed Tony Awards have been given a fall 
air date and a four-hour streaming canvas to celebrate the 
pandemic-shortened Broadway season that upended the 
theater world. Producers of the telecast say the Tonys will be 
held Sept. 26 and will air on CBS as well as Paramount+. 
As if making up for lost time, the usual three-hour event has 
added a fourth hour. This year, the award show will start 
at 7 PM (ET)/4 PM (PT) on Paramount+ exclusively, then 
two hours later continue on CBS with a live concert event. 
Capping the evening will be the awarding of the three top 
awards: best play, best play revival and 
best musical... Longtime NCIS star Emily 
Wickersham has cleared up speculation 
that she might be leaving the crime 
procedural, confirming in a social media 
post that the Season 18 finale was, in 
fact, her final episode. Wickersham had 
been with the CBS crime procedural since 
Season 11... Jo Koy will bring his Filipino 
culture-centric humor from stand-up to 
sitcom with the ABC comedy Josep. The 
stand-up comedian, whose jokes featured 
in Netflix specials have resonated with members of the 
Filipino and Filipino-American communities, will star in the 
titular role and executive produce. The ABC half-hour sitcom, 
currently in development, follows the life of a hardworking 
Filipino American nurse... NBC has canceled Debris, just 
days after the freshman sci-fi detective drama had its May 
24 finale, wrapping up a 13-episode run. The series starred 
Jonathan Tucker and Riann Steele as agents investigating 
the wreckage of a destroyed alien spacecraft. Norbert Leo 
Butz, Scoobius Pip, Tyrone Benskin, Anjali Jay, John 
Noble and Thomas Cardrot also starred... Newcomer Alana 
Bright is set as a lead opposite Yaya DaCosta and Morris 
Chestnut in the Fox drama series Our Kind of People. 
Inspired by Lawrence Otis Graham’s book Our Kind of 
People: Inside America’s Black Upper Class, the series 
takes place in the aspirational world of Oak Bluffs on Martha’s 
Vineyard, a historical stronghold where the rich and powerful 
Black elite have come to play for more than 50 years... 
With the 2021 Summer Olympic Games just weeks away, 
the NBC Olympics team is full steam ahead. The network 
announced yesterday that veteran broadcasters Mary 
Carillo, Andrea Joyce and Jimmy Roberts will once again 
serve as NBC Olympics commentators this summer in Tokyo. 
The Opening Ceremony of the 2021 Games is Friday, July 
23 on NBC. Including this summer’s Tokyo Games, the trio 
will have worked at nearly 50 Olympics. Carillo and Roberts 
will serve as correspondents in Tokyo, while Joyce serves as 
a reporter at the gymnastics competition and handles play-
by-play for rhythmic gymnastics... NBC Sports heads into 
its third Indianapolis 500 this Sunday not ready to wave 
the checkered flag on its partnership with Roger Penske’s 
open-wheel racing series. IndyCar’s current deal with NBC 
Sports is in its final season and contract negotiations are 
unclear. But Sam Flood, executive producer and president 
of production of NBC Sports, said the network wants to keep 
the racing series. “We love IndyCar, we love the Indy 500, 
we love the partnership we have and hope we can continue 
that partnership,” Flood said. “All I know is we are fans of this 
relationship and want it to continue.”
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My son needed help with his 
math, so I did what any good 
parent would do. I slipped out 
the back door and started a 

new life in Costa Rica.
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REDBOX INKS CONTENT DEAL WITH CRACKLE
  Redbox, the digital/physical rental and on-demand company 
of movies and TV shows, has made a deal to add content 
from Crackle Plus, an ad-supported video on demand 
platform group.
  Crackle content in the deal including titles such as Cold 
Blood, Crown Vic, Grand Isle, Lennox Lewis: The Untold 
Story and Playing With Power: The Nintendo Story. 
Those titles and others will be added to Redbox Free Live 
TV platform, a free ad-supported service.
  Crackle Plus owns and operates ad-supported VOD 

networks Crackle, Popcornflix, as well 
as Chicken Soup for the Soul. Crackle 
Plus is owned by Chicken Soup for the 
Soul Inc. Crackle Plus has ad-supported 
TV rights to more than 11,000 films and 
22,000 episodes of TV series.
  Free Live TV has nearly 100 channels, 
including three Redbox channels focused 
on movies.
  Redbox says it delivers movies, TV 
shows and other content to 40 million 
customers across multiple windows.

  From end of May 2020 until Thursday, Redbox spent $2.9 
million on national TV advertising, according to iSpot.tv.

HOW ‘BOPIS’ GIVES RETAILERS AN ADVANTAGE
(Continued from Page 1)
avoid wasted trips and thus improving their overall shopping 
experience.
  Moreover, BOPIS isn’t just good for customers. Eighty-
five percent of consumers who have used BOPIS say they 
have made additional unplanned in-store purchases when 
picking up an order placed online, which is one of the main 
reasons that traditional, in-store shopping is advantageous to 
retailers. In addition, because BOPIS is more profitable than 
other omnichannel services, it gives retailers the opportunity 
to offer a small discount or other incentives to encourage 
customers to opt for the BOPIS option, creating a win-win for 
both the customer and the business.
  Ultimately, foot traffic is and will continue to be the lifeblood 
of retail, and BOPIS can bridge the gap between the 
convenience of e-commerce and the profitability of in-store 
shopping.
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Horowitz Research

Forty percent of U.S. TV 
viewers 18 and up own a 
TV antenna. That equals 
48.4 million households 

with OTA viewers.

WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

AMAZON’S AD REVENUE CONTINUES GROWTH
  Amazon’s Q1 77% year-over-year increase in “Other” 
services revenue — which mainly consists of advertising 
— means that its advertising revenue is now 2.4 times as 
large as the combined advertising of Twitter, Snap, Roku 
and Pinterest, Loop Capital analysts pointed out in a 
note to investors this week.
  It also means that Amazon’s ad revenue is growing 
1.7 times faster than those of the four aforementioned 
platforms.
  Over the past 12 months, Amazon’s total ad revenue 
rose 65%, to $22.4 billion — 2.4 times 
the combined $9.3 billion generated by 
the other four platforms, which saw 38% 
growth over the same period, according 
to Loop.
  In its Q1 earnings call at the end of 
April, Amazon reported that the “Other” 
unit’s revenue reached $6.9 billion in the 
quarter.
  Apple’s new opt-in requirement for iOS 
tracking — and Amazon’s rapid growth 
in ad-supported streaming, with current 
reach to more than 120 million users via Twitch and other 
platforms — are expected to further increase Amazon’s 
attraction to advertisers, notes CNBC, which first reported 
on Loop’s analysis.

SCRIPPS CHIEF SYMSON BULLISH ON OTA TV
  E.W. Scripps is moving from new-school distribution to 
old-school to expand the audience for its Newsy channel: 
On Oct. 1, the news offering that’s available today via OTT 
apps will go on the air in Scripps’ 41 broadcast markets, 
reaching some 80% of U.S. TV households.
  But that doesn’t mean Scripps is content with OTA TV 
as we’ve known it. In an interview with FierceVideo, 
Scripps President and CEO Adam Symson outlined the 
opportunity presented by OTA.
  “Broadcast television is the most efficient form of 
distribution,” said Symson. And it has the advantage of a 
huge potential audience, he added, pointing to a Horowitz 
Research survey released in February that found 40% of 
U.S. TV viewers 18 and up reported owning an antenna.
  These antenna users spent about a third of their 6.4 hours 
of daily viewing time on OTA content. Horowitz estimated 
that this two-in-five share equated to about 48.4 million 
households with an antenna.

REFILLING MOVIE THEATERS MAY TAKE YEARS
  The movie and theater industry almost disappeared 
during 2020, as the Motion Picture Association (MPA) 
reported 2020 U.S./Canadian box office 
decreased 80%, from $11.4 billion to 
$2.2 billion. Having pivoted to at-home 
viewing of new movie releases during the 
pandemic, MPA data revealed 42% would 
prefer to watch new films at home and 35% at a theater 
after the pandemic.
— Media Group Online’s Movies and Theaters Industry 
2021 Profiler
  For more information and a one-week free trial, visit 
Media Group Online.

https://www.mediagrouponlineinc.com/2020/04/17/click-here-for-a-free-sample-package-and-a-one-week-free-trial/

